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Installing Wi-Fi in a
Campus Environment
It is remarkable how far wireless computing on campus
has come in less than 20 years. In the early 1990s, some college
campuses were experimenting with wireless computing, with
the idea that laptop computers could be carried around campus
and remain connected to the network. Those early pioneers
struggled with non-standard systems and expensive, proprietary
client devices. There were also low baud rate interfaces to the
cellular network in select markets. In the mid-1990s, the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) created the IEEE
802.11 standard for wireless computing, but even this standard
permitted non-interoperable technologies, such as infrared (IR),
and different radio frequency (RF) modulation techniques. In
the late 1990s, the IEEE 802.11 amendments standardized on an
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Facility Occupancy

No. of Access Points

1-25

1

26-50

2

51-75

3

76-100

4

101-125

5

126-200

9

201-300

14

301-400

18

401-500

21

TABLE 1: TIA-4966 Telecommunications
Infrastructure for Educational Buildings and
Spaces recommended WAP density.

RF (versus IR) carrier, and the Wi-Fi
alliance developed interoperability
testing. This opened the door for
large scale commoditization of the
wireless client device, now embedded
in virtually every mobile device.
Early campus Wi-Fi deployments
focused on wireless signal coverage,
extension of the network outdoors,
and, in some cases, elimination of
cabling in hard-to-cable areas. Today,
students and faculty expect robust
Wi-Fi throughout their campus for
virtually every network application.
Wi-Fi deployments are focused on
capacity and reliable service, as
the wireless network has become
mission critical. In some cases,
the requirement is to install one
wireless access point (WAP) in every
residence hall room and multiple
WAPs in every classroom, requiring
the installation of more widebandwidth data cable.
This article will describe some of
the challenges common in wireless
network installation and present
some solutions to those challenges.
It will also provide information on

bandwidth requirements for cabling
infrastructure and considerations
for the wireless site survey.

u

u

Wi-Fi Infrastructure
on Campus
On college campuses the Wi-Fi
network is not just a convenience;
it is mission critical. The wireless
network is used to deliver content,
instructional material, programming,
testing and more. Once used as
a freshman recruitment tool,
ubiquitous Wi-Fi is now considered
to be a basic utility, just as running
water and electric lights are available
throughout campus.
The Wi-Fi installations must be
made in all classrooms, libraries,
laboratories, administration buildings, residence halls, auditoriums,
stadiums and outdoor areas, often
in historically or architecturally
sensitive buildings. Providing both
ubiquitous coverage and acceptably
aesthetic installation challenges
the wireless network designer and
installer to use every tool in the tool
box. Because of the mission critical
nature of the wireless network in
education, the network must:
u
Provide superior wireless
coverage, capacity and 		
reliability, with the cabling
infrastructure supporting 		
wireless services.
u
Blend aesthetically with the
environment, which is
particularly important
in historical buildings and
architecturally sensitive 		
buildings.
u
Protect Wi-Fi access points
from theft, vandalism, tampering, accidental damage and
unauthorized moves and 		
disconnects.
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Protect access points from 		
weather, spilling liquids and
impact, where appropriate.
Permit convenient, authorized
access to WAPs and cabling to
simplify moves, adds and 		
changes.

By their nature, WAPs and
antennas must be exposed to provide
for wireless coverage. But they must
also be properly located, mounted,
oriented and physically protected to
provide for optimal performance.

High-Density
Wireless Design
TSB-162-A Telecommunications
Cabling Guidelines for Wireless Access
Points from the Telecommunications
Industry Association (TIA) recommends providing for placement of
at least one WAP within each 60’ X
60’ building cell. This aligns fairly
closely with leading manufacturers’
recommendation of WAP density of
one per 3000 square feet. However,
schools have many facilities with
much higher density requirements
such as residence halls, classrooms,
auditoriums and stadiums. In these
facilities, TIA-4966 Telecommunications Infrastructure for Educational
Buildings and Spaces recommends
WAP density of one access point for
every 25 occupants (Table 1).
Remember that students typically possess three or more mobile
devices, so even though TIA-4966 is
based on facility occupancy, the wireless designer must think about how
many wireless devices are actually in
the classroom. The requirement for
high-density WAP placement requires
creativity on the part of the wireless
designer and installer for cabling and
concealment of access points.

FIGURE 1: Leading manufacturers recommend that the WAP should be mounted in
the horizontal orientation in or near the ceiling, but not above the ceiling tile.

FIGURE 2: Commercially available ceiling mounts
for WAPs install like recessed lighting and
minimize intrusiveness in any kind of ceiling.

Installation
Aesthetics
Many campuses have historical
buildings that require special
attention to the wireless installation,
due to the complexity of the
construction and the desire to
preserve the buildings’ character
and appearance. Although the ideal
location for WAP installation is
on the ceiling, in many historical,
new and remodeled buildings, the
architect will not permit the WAP to
be clipped to the ceiling grid for
aesthetic reasons. Commonly,
the architect will ask the wireless
network designer to hide the WAP
above a suspended ceiling. However,
WAPs should not be placed above
the ceiling for these reasons:
u
The suspended ceiling and grid
will degrade the wireless signal,
and duct work and joists will
also impact the signal.
u
WAPs are harder to maintain
and locate when above 		
the ceiling. This is particularly
detrimental in health care 		
environments.

u

If room walls do not extend
above the suspended ceiling,
then the walls below the ceiling
will attenuate the wireless
signal, but above the ceiling
there is a direct path from
WAP 1 to WAP 2 (Figure 1). 		
Because of this direct path,
if automatic Transmit Power
Control is engaged, the WAPs
will reduce their respective
power to unacceptably low 		
power levels in the room.

The wireless designer/installer
should consider means to conceal
or at least minimize the visual
impact of a WAP while maintaining
wireless performance. WAPs can
be installed in suspended ceiling
enclosures or mounted in recessed
ceiling or wall fixtures. Some of the
newer mounting solutions install
like recessed lighting (Figure 2),
with only the antenna face of the
WAP exposed. These products are
designed to be minimally intrusive,
while facilitating maintenance and
code compliance.
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Installation in
Residence Halls
Most campuses have, or are
in the process of providing, highdensity Wi-Fi in their residence
halls. These facilities often lack
suspended ceilings into which
the WAP can be mounted and the
above-ceiling space through which
horizontal cabling can be conducted.
With the hard ceiling and wall,
the installer is typically faced with
surface mounting the WAP and
sometimes running surface raceway
to it. Manufacturers recommend
that the WAP be mounted in a
horizontal orientation, as if it
were mounted on the ceiling, to
achieve the best antenna coverage
(as shown in Figure 1). In these
open environments, the WAP may
be mounted in the horizontal
orientation using commercially
available right-angle wall brackets
designed specifically for this purpose
(Figure 3), or the WAP may be
secured in a surface mounted nonmetallic lock box mounted on the
ceiling or wall (Figure 4). Although

FIGURE 3: Right-angle WAP wall bracket.

FIGURE 4: Non-metallic surface
mount lock box for WAPs.

FIGURE 5: WAP with paintable
vanity cover and beam bracket.

FIGURE 6: Compact NEMA 4 enclosure designed
to protect WAPs in under-seat environment.

outright theft of the WAP may
not be a problem, the WAP should
be protected from vandalism,
tampering and unsolicited moves
and disconnects.
Many new and remodeled
buildings have cloud ceilings and
acoustical canopies, with the area
above the cloud or canopy painted
black. The ductwork, electrical
conduit and plumbing and ceiling
joists are also painted black, and
virtually disappear behind the
canopies. In these situations, the
WAP should be mounted below
the ductwork and joists to avoid
signal degradation. Painting
the WAP to blend in with the
environment will void the WAP’s
warranty. Instead, the WAP may be
covered with a colored vanity skin
which is paintable and transparent
to the wireless signal (Figure 5).
Installation in
Stadiums and
Auditoriums
Creating a wireless network
design with dozens or perhaps
even hundreds of access points,
as in stadiums, is a challenge. In
some cases, the design calls for
placement of WAPs underneath
seating and on risers, simply
because there is no other place
to mount a WAP. In these cases,
the WAP should be protected by
a NEMA 4 type enclosure. NEMA
4 means the enclosure is designed
to protect the equipment inside
from rain, ice, spilling liquids
and spray wash.
If the installation is outdoors,
the NEMA 4 enclosure should also
be constructed of a UV-resistant
plastic so that it is not damaged
by sunlight over time. Enclosures
used under seating (Figure 6)
should have tamper-resistant
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screw-on covers and should be as
compact as possible so as not to
compete for occupant foot room.
Installation in
University Health
Centers and
Hospitals
Installing the wireless network
in university health centers and
hospitals poses a unique set of
requirements. Hospitals are very
careful to avoid the spread of
infection from mold and fungal
spores; dust particles which may
bear bacteria and virus; and other
airborne nuclei. The space above
a ceiling (whether or not it is used
as a plenum for air handling) or in
a wall is recognized as a reservoir
for dust and spores. Hospitals take
precautions to avoid breaching the
ceiling barrier. Mounting WAPs
above a suspended ceiling or on
the ceiling grid work and poking
holes in the ceiling tile for the
data cable is prohibited in some
facilities.
Additionally, The Joint
Commission (the body that
accredits health care facilities)
has specified that facilities should
establish Infection Control Risk
Assessment (ICRA) procedures for
mitigating the spread of infectious
disease and agents. Again, recognizing that the space above a
suspended ceiling may accumulate
dust and generate mold spores,
ICRA procedures restrict access
to these spaces. If work to be
performed above the suspended
ceiling requires that ceiling tiles
are lifted or moved, it will be
necessary to get a permit and “tent
off” the work area using plastic
sheets, or use a moveable negative
air-pressure enclosure (NAPE). The
tented area needs to be maintained

at a negative air pressure and the
air filtered by a high-efficiency
particulate arrestance (HEPA) filter.
This process is time-consuming and
may be disruptive to work flow in
the vicinity. Unfortunately, this
space above, or in, the suspended
ceiling is precisely where WAPs are
located, due to preferred wireless
coverage from the ceiling location.
Likewise, the supporting cabling for
the wireless network is located in
this space above the ceiling tiles.
The wireless designer and installer should consider these constraints
when planning for installation in the
hospital. UL-listed suspended ceiling
WAP enclosures may be a solution,
as they are designed to preserve the
integrity of the ceiling barrier and
simplify procedure compliance with
the ICRA. With the WAP mounted
in the ceiling enclosure, it can be
accessed without requiring a permit
or deploying a NAPE enclosure.
This can result in time and cost
savings and helps to protect
vulnerable patients.
Cabling for 802.11ac
TSB-162-A recommends running
category 6a cable to each WAP, and
many schools are electing to run two
category 6a cables to each location to
anticipate future needs for additional
bandwidth, power or devices at each
location. But do WAPs really need
10 gigabit per second (Gb/s) cabling?
The new IEEE 802.11ac amendment
offers advancements in coding,
modulation and raw bandwidth
which, in theory, will push bandwidth requirements well over 1 Gb/s
over the cabled infrastructure.
One of the big advances in
802.11ac is that it specifies use of
the 5-6 gigahertz (GHz) band only.
This does not mean that 802.11ac
products will not support legacy 2.4

GHz products, but it does mean that,
moving forward, Wi-Fi networks will
operate most effectively in the 5-6
GHz band, and avoid the crowded
band at 2.4 GHz, which is shared
with microwave ovens and other
interference sources. The 5-6 GHz
band provides over 500 megahertz
(MHz) of bandwidth, allowing for
up to twenty-five 20 MHz channels,
twelve 40 MHz channels, or six
80 MHz channels, and, for the first
time, two 160 MHz channels. In the
near future, the Federal Communications Commission may free up an
additional 240 MHz of bandwidth in
this band for Wi-Fi use.
IEEE 802.11ac products are being
rolled out in two waves of silicon,
called Wave 1 and Wave 2. Wave 1
products advance modulation and
coding, and exploit the additional
5 GHz bandwidth. Wave 2 products
will introduce something entirely
new: multi-user multiple-input
multiple output (MU-MIMO). MUMIMO enables the WAP to transmit
to several clients simultaneously.
Using advanced signal processing
and beam-forming, the WAP creates
a beam to each individual client.
In fact, the WAP can create a beam
to several clients at the same time
on the same frequency channel. As
always, WAPs can have 25 or more
client devices logically connected
at the same time, but with 802.11ac
Wave 2 products, the WAP can now
connect simultaneously to multiple
clients. This transition to MU-MIMO
in Wave 2 is anticipated to yield
up to a 33 percent increase in data
capacity over Wave 1 products.
With these advances, it is more
important than ever to evaluate the
WAP specifications to determine
the capacity requirement of the
cabled infrastructure. The data
rates typically reported on the WAP
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specifications are over the air (OTA)
data rate, versus the transmission
control protocol (TCP) throughput
at the Ethernet connector. The
TCP throughput at the Ethernet
connector (which is the value
the cabling professional is most
interested in) is typically 70 percent
of the OTA data rate. So if the WAP
data sheet specifies 1300 megabits
per second (Mb/s) data rate on the 5
GHz radio, then the TCP throughput
is 910 Mb/s. If MU-MIMO is engaged
(in Wave 2 products), this value
will be 33 percent higher, or 1210
Mb/s. Remember to add the 802.11n
radio operating at 2.4 GHz, adding
another 120 Mb/s TCP throughput,
for a total TCP throughput of 1330
Mb/s at the Ethernet connector.
Currently installed 1 Gb/s cable
infrastructure may be adequate
for the moment, but with the
advances in available bandwidth
and technologies, new infrastructure
should be planned for greater than
1 Gb/s cabling.
Given that the cabling
infrastructure should be designed
to last 10 to 15 years, what would
be the anticipated requirement for
cabling WAPs from 2015 through
2025? One approach is to look at
data rates for prior technologies and
how these have advanced over the
last two decades. Figure 7 shows
OTA data rate and TCP throughput
as a function of technology and
approximate timeframe (year) of
widespread adoption. This graph is
approximate, but one can see that
in 2015, the 1 Gb/s threshold has
been breached, and with widespread
adoption of 802.11ac Wave 2 over
the next few years, TCP throughput
will go beyond 1 Gb/s. The IEEE
802.11ad amendment is used here
to forecast TCP throughput in
2025 (although these products are

data rate (Mb/s)

Technology and Year

FIGURE 7: Wireless data rate versus technology and approximate year of widespread adoption.

MATERIAL

900 MHz (Cellular)

2.4 GHz (Wi-Fi)

5-6 GHz (Wi-Fi)

Regular glass........................ < 1 dB............................... 0.5 - 3 dB..................................... 2 - 6 dB
Ceiling tile (5/8”).................. < 1 dB............................... 0.1 – 2 dB.................................. 0.2 - 3 dB
Drywall sheet (1/2”)............. 1 - 3 dB.............................. 0.5 - 4 dB...................................... 1 - 5 dB
Particle board/door.............. 1 - 3 dB...............................1.6 - 4 dB...................................... 2 - 7 dB
Brick wall..............................≥ 5 dB................................ 5 - 18 dB.................................. 15 – 30 dB
Block wall.............................≥ 7 dB................................ 7 - 18 dB ...................................10 - 30 dB
Reinforced concrete............. ≥ 15 dB................................ ≥ 15 dB....................................... ≥ 20 dB
Low e glass.......................... ≥ 13 dB................................ ≥ 13 dB....................................... ≥ 20 dB
TABLE 2: Wireless loss through typical building materials in dB.

currently available) at 5 Gb/s, but
this is probably on the low side.
Given the factors mentioned above,
cabling infrastructure may need to
go beyond the 10 Gb/s threshold in
less than 10 years, and perhaps even
five years.
Wireless Site Survey
and Cabling For
Wireless
A wireless site survey is essential
for the mission-critical wireless LAN.
Table 2, which is based on results

from a large number of site surveys
and theoretical numbers, shows that
the loss through common building
materials can be quite variable. The
wireless loss through building
material is dependent on material
thickness and composition, wireless
signal frequency and the angle at
which the signal passes through the
material. The table provides an idea
of the variability in building material
loss and shows how difficult it can
be to estimate the coverage of a WAP.
Note that the loss, in decibels (dB) is
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given in a logarithmic scale. A 3 dB
loss is a loss of 50 percent the power;
a 10 dB loss is a loss of 90 percent of
the power; a 20 dB loss is a loss of 99
percent of the power.
Most schools are engaging the 5
GHz band to the maximum extent
possible, due to the much greater
bandwidth available in the 5 GHz
band versus the 2.4 GHz band.
In theory, attenuation at 5 GHz
should be similar to 2.4 GHz,
but in practice, some materials
attenuate the 5 GHz signal much
more than 2.4 GHz, so the wireless
coverage is not as large at 5 GHz
as it is at 2.4 GHz. However, a
knowledgeable designer will use the
greater attenuation at 5 GHz as an
advantage to design high density,
high-bandwidth Wi-Fi networks.
Conclusion
The case for deploying highdensity, high-reliability wireless
networks is well established.
Requirements for installing and
securing WAPs in a code-compliant
aesthetic manner will challenge the
designer and installer. The wireless
design team must be persistent
in demanding the budget to
properly design, install and cable
the infrastructure for the missioncritical network of the future. Do not
underestimate the ability of campus
students, faculty and staff to exceed
all reasonable projections for wireless
demand in the future. t
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